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ABSTRACT
The Current Research deals with comparative study and functional similarities of viral genomes of the family
parvoviridae. Parvoviridae is a viral family of single stranded DNA viruses with some identical proteins for the infecting the
animals. Current study reveals the similarity of genomes and protein sequences of different viral species namely Adeno
associated virus, Bovine adeno associated virus, Canine minute virus, Minute virus of mice, Mouse parvo virus, Muscovy duck
parvo virus. The above mentioned six species of single stranded DNA animal viruses, those with genomic similarity with each
other and also some identical proteins were isolated. The Open Reading Frame (ORF) of these genomes is encoding for the
production of some specific proteins such as replication catalytic domain, capsid protein, Non structural protein and Coat
protein. From this research, it was found that the similar infectious and replicative proteins present in the several species of
viral family parvoviridae.
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INTRODUCTION
Viruses are generally subdivided into three major
groups based on the kind of host they infect. Bacterial
viruses, animal viruses, plant viruses. Also the viruses
have been found to, infect insects, birds, reptiles,
mammals, and Plants. They are also causative for many
human diseases like mumps, measles, rabies and influenza.
The Single stranded dna viruses contain the coat
protein called Capsid. It is also comprises separate protein
segments known as capsomers. Parvoviridae is
icosahedral, 18-26nm diameter and consists only protein
and DNA. Six species of virus from genus parvo
virus,dependo virus and boca virus were taken. In each
viral species three Capsid proteins and Replication
catalytic domains were encoded, while several viral
species had encoded nonstructural and structural

replication catalytic domain. Similarities of proteins were
compared among above mentioned viruses. This study
serves as baseline information to develop new antiviral
drugs in future [1-5].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The viral species were analyzed using some
bioinformatics tools and online reference to retrieve the
similarity of proteins and genomes among them. The
following bioinformatics tools were used to determine the
protein and genomic similarity.
NCBI (National Centre for Biotechnology Information)
National centre for biotechnology information is
an online reference among the life science community,
which provides information digitalized sequences of
genomes and protein ranging from prokaryotes to
eukaryotes. By using biotechnology information online
reference, the genome sequences were retrieved for the
developmental purpose. Viral sequences were retrieved
from viral zone of nation centre for biotechnology
information online reference.
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Clustal w (EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute
EBI)
The genome and protein sequences were taken
from NCBI online reference. The sequences of different
species of viruses were submitted in online sequence
alignment tool clustal w. The clustal w, which compares
the query, sequences each other given by the user and it
will list out the most similar sequences at first according to
the score given for similarity of sequence with query. The
result revealed the most similar sequences of viral species
taken by comparing the sequences of each other.
Phylodraw (Pusan National University)
The Phylodraw is a tool that provides origin and
relationship among the species. The viruses of our desired
species came from particular origin and each species are
closely related and also related to other viral species. In
order to conclude, whether they are closely related or
distantly related, the phylodraw tool is used. The
phylogenetic tree pictured the closely and distantly related
species of virus.
Genscan
The genscan is tool for retrieving the protein
sequence from the desired genome. At first the genome
sequence were retrieved from the NCBI online reference
and submitted in the genscan tool. The result gives the
protein sequences of the submitted genome.
ORF finder (National centre for Biotechnology
Information)
ORF open reading frame of genomes and
segment that will be encoded by ribosome during the
translation. The genome sequence will transcribe into the
protein sequence. The protein may involve in essential
activities of virus. ORF of our genome sequences encoding
three major kinds of proteins involved in the transcription
and translation process. They include Replication catalytic
domain play in replication process of the viral cycle. The
Capsid protein, which involves in the protection and
enclosing the genome of viral genetic material. Coat
protein, also plays a vital role in the formation of surface
proteins.
P fam (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, United
Kingdom)
P fam (Sanger institute, united kingdom) is
protein family analysis tool from sanger institute situated
at united kingdom. The online protein analysis tool that
analyses the protein sequence with each other. The tool
will analyze and compares the submitted protein sequences
with other protein [6-11].
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result of this project describes the possible
homology of genome and proteins of different viral
species of the family parvoviridae. The genome sequences
were retrieved, analyzed, transcribed and declared by
using above mentioned bioinformatics and biotechnology

online resources and tools from authorized intuitions
around the world.
The Replication Protein Catalytic Domain
Adeno-associated virus1, Bovine AdenoAssociated Virus, Muscovy duck parvo virus were
encoded the same replication catalytic domain and also
they have a similar structure with PDB entry 1rz9. The
replication catalytic domains of different viral species
were isolated from NCBI and analyzed using
bioinformatics tools showed that the same replication
catalytic domain was encoded by the above viruses. Also
the replication catalytic domain involved as a helicase
activity in transcription process.
viral species

Replication Catalytic domain
PDB Entry 1rz9

A. AdenoAssociated
Virus1.
B. Bovine
AdenoAssociated
Virus.
C. Muscovy
Duck Parvo
Virus
Capsid Protein
The Pfam analysis of Adeno Associated virus
1, Bovine adeno associated virus, Muscovy duck parvo
virus depicted the capsid proteins of above viral species
similar to like that of the Replication catalytic domain of
above viral species. The capsid protein is layer of virus
and it is involved in the protection of genetic material
against other foreign organisms. The protein was formed
by the combination of peptide sequence encoded by the
genome as viral protein
1, viral protein 2 and viral protein 3.The combine together
to form the capsid protein.
Viral Species

Capsid Protein
1c8f

Pdb Entry

A. Adeno
Associated
Virus.
B. Bovine
AdenoAssociated
Virus.
C. Muscovy
Duck Parvo
Virus.
This viral protein 2, together with VP1 forms a
capsomer. Both of these proteins are formed from the
same transcript using alternative splicing. As a result, VP1
and VP2 differ only in the N-terminal region of VP1. VP2
is involved in packaging the viral DNA.
Although among these proteins, another essential
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viral protein 3 plays a vital role in packaging, protecting
the genetic material and enzymes. However, viral protein
will be active only with combination of viral protein 1 and
viral protein 2.
Nonstructural Protein
The viral species Adeno associated virus, Canine
minute virus, Minute virus of mice and Muscovy duck
parvo virus were encoded structural and non structural
proteins. There were two ORF isolated from those viruses,
that are responsible for structural and non structural
proteins. They are identical proteins produced by above
mentioned viral species while infecting with host and life
cycle. Both of these involved in the replication and
transcription activities of above mentioned viral species
and the two proteins essential for DNA helicase and
ATpase activity during viral cycle [12-14].
Viral Species

Non-Structural Protein
PDB Entry 1s9h

A. AdenoAssociated
Virus1
B. Canine Minute
Virus
C. Minute Virus of
Mice
D. Mouse
Parvovirus
Coat Protein
The ORF of viral species encodes protein
molecule of coat protein. In the parvo virus the Coat
protein is a combination of peptides that is responsible for
the formation of coat protein. The viral coat protein works
as a protective barrier against other foreign organisms and
it is involved during the infection with the host. The viral
species Minute virus of mice, Mouse parvovirus1,
Muscovy duck parvovirus were encoded identical coat
protein during gene expression.
Viral Species
A. Minute Virus
Of Mice
B. Mouse
Parvovirus1
C. Muscovy Duck
Parvovirus

Phylogenetic Analysis
The phylogenetic analysis helps in finding out the
close relationship among the species. Different types of
phylogenetic trees are available. Based on the algorithms
used by phylogenetic tool it may vary. The output of
Phylogenetic tree displayed the closely related viruses by
genomic and protein similarity. From this result each viral
species has shared a genome or protein with another
species of virus and they produce identical proteins as like
neighbour virus.

Parvovirus Coat Protein Pdb id
1p5y

CONCLUSION
This project depicted the similarity of the genome
and identical proteins among six viral species. The genome
sequences and protein sequences were retrieved from the
viral zone (National Centre for Biotechnology
Information) and the genome was analyzed in each viral
species of the parvoviridae family by using above
mentioned bioinformatics tools and online databases. The
Insilico identification of the open reading frame in viral
genome was done, which plays a vital role in regulation of
gene expression during its life cycle. The result revealed
the sequential similarity of the each genome, taken as
graphical and other formats, such as phylip, nexus. Further
the study explained about the domains, which are target
identification for the future studies on drug discover. All
the similar domains were identified in the six viral species
of family parvoviridae by pfam online reference
(Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute). The above viruses were
found to be encoded identical Replication catalytic
domain,Capsid protein, Non structural protein and Coat
protein with each other viral species.
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